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THE DEER TASK FORCE MEETING WITH THE GUEST SPEAKER FROM THE
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION, GOT AN ICY RECEPTION FROM THE DEER
LOVERS: On April 25 the phony-baloney Town and Country Deer Task Force held a
monthly meeting. (The task force was formed by Mayor Dalton to get Barbara Ann
Hughes to drop out of the mayor's race. Hughes was appointed the co-chair and she
withdrew from the race.) The guest was Erin Shanks of the Missouri Department of
Conservation. We were at The West County Deer Summit that she hosted on April 13.
We reported on that meeting in our Ex-Alderman Newsletter #274 on April 22.

I figured that Shanks would cover most of the same material she did on April 22. I went
to the meeting to see the type of hostile questions she would get from the deer lovers
on the task force. I wasn't disappointed. She did mention that life expectancy of deer in
the wild is 1.5-to-4 years, while unchecked in the suburbs deer can live to be 16-yearsold or older.
Here is a sheet of deer harvest stats that were released at the meeting,
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The post-management density estimate is how many deer are in the city per square
mile. 20 deer per square mile is a common recommendation. City administrator Gary
Hoelzer had set a higher mark of 30 deer per square mile. It is currently 61 deer per
square mile in T&C.
Only six residents, myself and three alderperson were at the meeting with all of the
Deer Task Force present.
The only people asking questions of Shanks, who provided a rather thorough
presentation, were the deer lovers. Here are a few:
Q (Al Gerber top deer lover on the task force) How do you decide your confidence
level at 95% (census deer density estimate)?
A By having at least three years of similar census counts and by taking at least three
census counts on three consecutive nights each year.
Q I know the same deer in my yard. Would it help for us to tell you? (It sounds like she
knows them by name.)
A No. The count should be constant with deer spotlighting. (drone flyovers may be
the newest and best ways to count deer in the future.)
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Q We feed the other animals and if the deer come in and eat is it's okay?
A It might not be against the local anti-deer feeding ordinance, but YOU ARE GOING
TO HAVE TO HARVEST MORE DEER!
Q. The more deer you harvest there are more deer coming into the area, correct?
A No, not much! Does have a range or travel area of between 1/2 and 3/4 of a mile.
Q (From Barbara Ann Hughes) How do they (sharpshooters) make sure they don't
shoot any sterilized deer?
A They still have ear tags and the people shooting them or the same people who
helped with the sterilization. In seven years White Buffalo has shot one sterilized deer..
Q (again from Hughes) So the city killed 225 this year, but you all said they needed to
kill 400, what will happen?
A They ran out of money. With about 650-to690 remaining deer and the 340 does
having 1.4 fawns a year, next year you will have 93 deer per suare mile.
Q In past years they kill a lot of deer the first week or two and then only kill a few a
night.
A In past years While Buffalo has reduced sharpshooters from four to two after two
weeks. The other problem is removing the bucks from the feeding stations. White
Buffalo has to kill off the bucks who generally won't let the does in at the feeding
stations.
Q Hera Gerber (wife of Al Gerber): I wonder is MDC is concerned if deer are not
contaminated because we use repellents on plants that they eat. Is the meat safe to
eat? (the deer have to be butchered with the meat given to food pantries for the poor.)
A I don't know, but we have never had any reports of problems.
For me the best part of the evening was after Erin Shanks left and Al Gerber took the
floor and brought up one of his greatest hits from 2010, when he was pushing for the
city to sterilize deer.
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Al started off by saying how he has degrees in advance mathematics. He went onto to
say that he developed a spread sheet that shows how the city saves money by
performing a $1,200 sterilization of single female deer over shooting it for $400.
Perhaps some of the deer were students in Al's classes at the "For Profit" college where
he used to teach.
I then asked a question, if the deer was shot and killed at $400 it is not going to have
any fawns just like the one that was sterilized for $1,200, plus it is not going to jump in
front of my car and cause thousands of dollars of damage, carry tick born diseases, get
impaled on my neighbor's swimming pool fence or eat up all the underbrush so small
wild animals no longer have a habitat.
Al said it was really simple and he'd explain to me. I replied that if it was so simple, why
not just explain it now. Al took a pass on that offer.
TWO MEN STEAL $1,256 WORTH OF POWER DRILLS IN LESS THAN A MINUTE
AT TOWN AND COUNTRY HOME DEPOT. At first this did not look like it would be
solved. A new manager at the Town and Country Home Depot store didn't know his
employees names and refused to give a witness's name to the police. The witness had
taken photos of the suspects and their getaway car.
On Monday 09/07/15 (Labor Day) Officer Giacopelli was dispatched to the Home Deport
Store for a shoplifting that had just occurred. On his arrival at the store Officer Giacopelli
met the new manager, John Wichmann, who said a cashier witnessed two males run
past the registers carrying four rechargeable Milwaukee Power Drill Combo kits valued
at $1,256.
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Wichmann also said a customer who was in line ran out of the store and took photos of
the getaway car and of the suspects.
Here is where the problems began for Officer Giacopelli. The cashier had already left
the store as his shift had ended. Manager Wichmann refused to give the name of the
witness who took the photos to Officer Giacopelli. He did send the witness Officer
Giacopelli's cell phone number. Finally there was no security on duty and Wichmann
could not provide a security video until a security agent was at the store.
The car, a 2002 black Ford Escape was traced to Terri Bankhead. She was contacted
and said she had lent her car to Aaron Kilbert and his friend known to her only at
"Rello." (Justin Terry)

Aaron Kilbert

Justin Terry

Both suspects were located in jails in the metro area. Kilbert was at the St. Louis County
Jail and Terry was at the Madison County Jail in Edwardsville, Illinois on December 9,
2015. Both suspects refused to make any statement.
However as a detective was leaving the interview room at the Madison County Jail,
Terry stated, "You don't have to worry about me. I'm a clean man. I won't be going into
any stores."
The County Prosecutor's Office refused to issue charges against Terry despite store
video and a witness video of both men. They did however issue Felony Theft Charge
against Kilbert.
The investigation determined that Kilbert had been pawning the stolen goods.
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Here are the records of the two suspects:
Justin Terry

10/14/01
04/18/14
08/04/14
12/19/14
12/20/14
0704/15

Attempted Robbery
02/11/02 Sentenced to 1 year jail
Disorderly Conduct
Stealing/Shoplifting
Pending
Stealing/Shoplifting
Stealing/Shoplifting Schunks
Resisting Arrest

Creve Coeur PD
Breckenridge Hills PD
Creve Coeur PD
Creve Coeur PD
Town and Country PD
Florissant PD

Aaron Kilbert
01/30/98

08/11/03
08/16/03
08/29/03
08/21/07
10/22/10

06/24/11

04/15/15
04/18/15
04/21/15
09/07/15

Robbery 1st Degree & Armed Criminal Action
St. Louis PD
02/18/99 Pled Guitly sentenced to 13 years Prison but immediately
placed on a 5-year probation term
Driving While Revoked 3 Days Jail
St. Louis PD
Driving While Revoked 3 Days Jail
St. Louis PD
Driving While Revoked 3 Days Jail
St. Louis PD
Driving While Revoked 7 Days Jail
St. Louis PD
Possession of Controlled Sub with Intent to Dist.
St. Louis PD
04/12/13 Pled Guilty sentenced to 10 years prison but immediately
placed on 3-years probation
Felony Possession of Drugs
St. Louis PD
04/12/13 Pled guilty sentence to 10 prison, but placed on 4 years
probation after serving 97 days of Shock Time
Theft/Receiving Stolen Property
Maplewood PD
09/09/16 PG sentenced to 5 years prison but placed on 5 years probation
Stealing Shoplifting
Bellefontaine Neighbors
Failed to Appear to Court Arrest Warrant issued
Driving While Revoked
St. Louis PD
Felony Theft/Receiving Stolen Property
Town and Country
09/09/16 Pled Guilty sent to 5 years prison but placed on 5 years probation
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OUTCOME: So for a guy that had been sentenced to 38 years in prison, but only
served 116 days, you have to ask what is wrong with the criminal justice system. As
noted above Kilbert pled guilty was sentence to another 5 years in prison (making it 43
years) but once again was placed on probation, this time by Judge Steve Goldman.

Aaron Kilbert has spent 22 years of his 37 years on probation for felonies (some of the
terms ran at the same time).
PARK DEPARTMENT KID CAMPOUT TO MOVE FROM DRACE TO LONGVIEW
PARK AND WILL FEATURE LIVE MUSIC. Parks Director Anne Nixon announced at a
recent Parks Commission meeting how the relatively new overnight campout in a park
with a $10 tent rental fee would be on Saturday May 20 at 7pm to 8am on Sunday May
21. Nixon also announced she had musicians who would sing campfire songs with the
kids. We are assuming the musicians will be using acoustic instruments as amplified
music is not allowed at Longview in deference to the neighbors in the Wheatfield Farm
subdivision.
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A WALK IN THE PARK: A recent walk at Longview Park revealed the Parks
Department did nothing to get rid of the overgrown Honeysuckle and with the overnight
campout coming up there is a nice crop of poison ivy popping up.

The view from this bench used to be of the pond and water spray in Longview Park. Now in late April the
only view from the bench is Honeysuckle. This was the situation in November also and the Parks
Department did nothing to remove any of the Honeysuckle over the last four months. .

Poison Ivy
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There is also Poison Ivy popping up all over Longview Park. Beware!
NEW SHOE STORE COMING TO TOWN AND COUNTRY: The empty UMB bank
building sitting on the southwest corner of he Manchester Meadows Shopping Center is
being transformed into a shoe store. It will soon be the Big River Running Shoe outlet.
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CHESTERFIELD POLICE WIN CLARKSON VALLEY CONTRACT: On May 2, the
Clarkson Valley Board of Aldermen voted to accept the bid by Chesterfield PD to
provide police coverage for the affluent city of 2,632 residents (2010) at the southern
end of Chesterfield. Chesterfield Police will replace County officers.

Chesterfield will provide 5 officers effective July 1 to provide 24-hour coverage of
Clarkson Valley. Plus two officers will be assigned to the high school and middle school
located in Clarkson Valley when school starts. The two SRO’s salaries will be paid by
the Rockwood School District.
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Clarkson Valley will be billed $407,107 a year with no increase over the 5-years for
inflation. Clarkson Valley should have slightly better coverage with Chesterfield than
with the County. Currently when County Police make an arrest they have to transport
the person to jail in Clayton. Chesterfield officers will be able to use the Chesterfield
Police HQ was booking and jail, which is only 10 minutes away.
Chesterfield plans to use current SRO at Parkway schools in the city who returned to
normally patrol duties while schools are out for the summer and will be used to cover
the five officers pulled to patrol Clarkson Valley. They hope to hire five new officers by
the time school starts.
In the past 15 years Ballwin and St. Louis County have had the contract to police
Clarkson Valley. That could be some real culture shock for the County officers in
Clarkson Valley if they get transferred from a West County city with no retail and almost
no crime to North County, with murders and robberies occurring regularly. We heard off
the record from a County supervisor that the betting is the officers now assigned to
Clarkson Valley will be headed to 2-officer cars in North County or to a Metro Link
detail.
LAST DAY MAY 19. Chesterfield Police Captain Steve Lewis 24-year-veteran of
Chesterfield PD who was hired from the St. Louis PD in 1993 will leave the department
on May 19. Lewis has been hired to be the new chief at Ellisville PD.

CITY PROSECUTOR TIM ENGELMEYER’S REAPPOINTMENT IS DEALYED WHILE
I’M ACCUSED OF A NUMBER OF THINGS. When the agenda for May 1, 2017
Chesterfield City Council meeting was released on Friday April 28 and received by
Council members the reappointment of City Prosecutor Tim Engelmeyer for four years
was on the agenda. It surprised a lot of people.
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On Wednesday February 15 Engelmeyer schedule from 6-to-8 o’clock to give a talk
saying what he did as city prosecutor and to defend himself from the public records I
have been posting for five years showing what an awful job he had been doing.

Engelmeyer called me a “blogger” during his talk. After his talk which was attended by
about 25 people including a number of city council members he loudly told people that
my writings were false and he was being attacked. He added that I’d rather be at a
basketball game than attend his municipal court seminar.
The fact is in 2006 when I moved back to St. Louis from Washington, DC I agreed to be
the “table referee” and PA announcer for a local university’s basketball teams and the
PA announcer at a minor league ballpark for their baseball team. I receive the
schedules for the basketball games and baseball games four to five months in advance.
I have done this for 12 years. It has not been a secret. Engelmeyer could easily have
seen that I would be unable to attend his talk at the time he scheduled it.
Both Engelmeyer and Councilman Randy Logan have mentioned how people should
ignore what I write about the municipal court because “I don’t live in Chesterfield.”
That’s interesting. Perhaps everyone should ignore how Elliott Davis and I broke the
story about the Doorack scandal. Neither of us live in Chesterfield. I brought the story
how a city councilman moved out of town but continued to serve. I broke the story how
the city was using almost all of its Parks Reserve Budget to buy land for a baseball
complex fronted by Mike Matheny and Dan Buck. Apparently according to Engelmeyer
and Logan people should ignore the truth of public records if they are presented by
someone who doesn’t live in Chesterfield. It sounds discriminatory to me,. Especially
since I pay sales tax in Chesterfield.
The Agenda meeting on Monday May 1 opened with the Engelmeyer reappointment.
Here is what the mayor had to say.
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“Shortly after I was elected there was a glut of cases written by Mr. Hoffmann brought to
me by residents. At that time I was reasonably satisfied that Mr. Engelmeyer was doing
a good job,” said Mayor Bob Nation.
“Whether there is any legitimacy to these ascertains by Mr. Hoffmann or not I thought
the Public Health and Safety Committee should look into this,” said Mayor Nation
suggesting he reappoint Engelmeyer for just a one-year term.
This was interesting as Mayor Nation called me at home, even though I don’t live in
Chesterfield. He accused me of lying in one of the pieces I wrote. It was about a very
drunk driver going north on Hwy 141, almost crashing into a light pole by St. Luke’s
Hospital and finally getting stopped after exiting on Olive.
The Chesterfield Police officer wrote how the driver did not have a Missouri driver’s
license, but instead had a temporary license issued by the Ellisville Police after his DWI
arrest three week earlier. I wrote how despite being arrested three weeks earlier for
DWI, Engelmeyer gave him a SIS NO-Fine, NO-Points, NO-Record probation on the
DWI and reduced the Improper Lane Use charge to Illegal Parking so the drunk driver
left court with NO-Points despite being arrested for DWI twice in a month.
Bob Nation accused me of lying, because Engelmeyer told him he didn’t know about the
Ellisville arrest. Of course he would have if he had only read the arrest report.
Chesterfield Police Chief Ray Johnson claimed he could not find any Ellisville report.
I went to the Ellisville Police Department and confirmed the driver had been arrest but I
could not obtain a police report or court record. I spent $25 and obtain a copy of the
report from the Drivers’ License Section of the Department of Revenue where there was
a copy of the report after the driver had either refused a BA test or tested over .08%
BAC. I sent a copy of the report to Bob Nation. He never said he was sorry for calling
me a liar.
I thought it was amusing that a Police Chief and prosecutor could not get a copy of the
report, but I could.
I filed a complaint with the Missouri Supreme Court and the Chief Judge of the St. Louis
County Circuit Court over Ellisville refusing to allow the public to review court files. I
received a phone call from the Court Clerk apologizing. It turned out the driver got the
same deal that Brunk gave him in Ellisville. Arrested for DWI twice in three weeks and
no official record! This shows there is something completely wrong with the system.
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This brings me back to 2011 when I tried to look at the court files of the DWI arrest of
Cardinal broadcaster Dan McLaughlin.

Dan Mclaughlin mug shot

The court clerk refused to allow me to view the files, even though they were open public
records. I asked why and she said the Judge has to give permission for people to look
at files. I mentioned that all court files, unless closed by a specific court order are open
for public review and you don’t need permission from anyone. I was told they judge
“wants to know who is looking at the files.”
What the judge had instructed his clerk to do was ILLEGAL AND UNETHICAL. Court
records are open to all the public without approval from anyone. Apparently the
Chesterfield judge was unaware of this and it was alright with elected officials.
The judge was then and is now Rick Brunk. I filed complaints with the Missouri
Supreme Court and the St. Louis County Circuit court. I was eventually able to find out
that a very highly intoxicated McLaughlin was stopped by Chesterfield Police after
several motorists on I-64 called about his erratic driving. How he had urinated in his
pants. How he offered a bribe to the officer and how he refused to take a breath test.
I was also able to learn that McLaughlin was basically convicted of nothing. He was
given a SIS NO-Fine, NO-Points, NO-Record probation. The Improper Lane Use
charge was reduced to Illegal Parking. He left the courtroom with no points on his
drivers’ license, despite the fact that citizens were calling the police to stop him, he was
falling down drunk and offered the cops a bribe.
I wrote about this in a column I had on AOL patch.com and it got picked up by other
media all over the region. Here is a link to that AOL column showing how the municipal
court and police department were violating a basic freedom of information:
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https://patch.com/missouri/chesterfield/sunshine-sometimes-hard-to-find-withinchesterfield-c984f51bf06
(This column clearly shows the City of Chesterfield was active in hiding public records.
We later learned that from 2009 until 2016 the city with the knowledge of the entire City
Council, city administrator and city attorney illegally hid the $800,000-plus Doorack
Property lease from the public and even did a secret vote to hide it.)
Less than a year later McLaughlin was involved in a DWI accident in Chesterfield,
where he was so drunk he could not figure out how to open the door to his SUV or dial
his cell phone. While he did plead guilty to a reduced charge on the DWI, Judge Brunk
refused to revoke his probation from a year earlier. What is the point of putting someone
on probation and not revoke the probation if they commit the same crime shortly
thereafter? Apparently if you are on TV and have a high dollar lawyer you cannot get
the probation revoked if Rick Brunk is the judge.

Judge Rick Brunk
CHESTERFIELD REWARDS DRUNK DRIVERS WHO REFUSE TO TAKE BREATH
TESTS: I have no idea why Engelmeyer is allowed to reward drunk drivers who refuse
to take breath tests to get great deals on No-Fine, No-Points probation terms and
Probable Cause Charges reduced to Illegal Parking. The rule should be “If you refuse a
breath test” you get no amended charges.
Back to the May 1 meetings: It is clear that the Chesterfield Municipal court is just like
all the rest of the city courts in the St. Louis area, where justice takes a backseat to
taking care of attorneys who have been hired to represent defendants and to generate
revenue. It also appears as if half of the Chesterfield City Council has no interest in
being a leader in St. Louis County by reforming the City Court.
Randy Logan spoke next.
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“I think he has done a fine job. No I think he has done a great job. I don’t know what
you thought would happen in the Health and Safety Committee,” said Logan.

Randy Logan
Then it was Barry Flachsbart’s turn.
“I was with you Mr. Mayor when we went through these (cases published by me). Tim
had a good explanation on every one. We have a person saying he is all bad. I have
not found a single incident that indicates that. I asked other attorneys that say the City
Chesterfield Court is the best there is. As chair of the Public Safety Committee I will do
what you direct. But, I think it is unnecessary,” said Barry Flachsbart,who briefly took
his head out of the sand to speak.
Last year Flachsbart wrote a bill making it illegal for the prosecutor or judge to do
defense work in municipal courts in the region, but grandfathered both Engelmeyer and
Brunk. The bill never made it out of committee. So at some point Flachsbart did think
there was a problem, even if he is claiming there is not one.

Flachsbart
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Councilman Dan Hurt announced the problem and then gave a bad reason to
ignore it.
“It has been a regional problem and not a local problem,” said Hurt, who admits the
Municipal Courts are a “problem” but asks why fix ours if it is a regional problem.
The councilpersons who oppose the reappointment of Engelmeyer did not bring up the
deal making and the discriminatory process against poor people without attorneys.
Instead they said there was a conflict of interest.
“I think we need to look at the prosecutor and assistant prosecutor being with the same
firm and getting all the work. It’s a company and it has a “no-bid” contract,” said
Councilman Ben Keathley. Michelle Ohley and Tom DeCampi made the same
argument.
WANTING IT BOTH WAYS: It was also amusing that Mayor Nation thought I was
honest enough to quote me four times last month on a reelection campaign mailer from
articles written and posted on my news website criticizing his opponent Randy Logan.
However he questions the honesty of public records I post and write about.
Flachsbart also used a quote from an article of mine in 2015 when he was running for
reelection praising him. Apparently I’m very truthful for Barry and Bob some of the time,
but a liar at other times.
AT THE REGULAR MEETING: A MOVE TO DELAY THE REAPPOINTMENT
FOLLOWED BY THE MAYOR REMOVING THE REAPPOINTMENT AND THEN THE
CITY ATTORNEY RECOMMENDING A RETIRED JUDGE TO ASSIST IN THE
REVIEW. Tom DeCampi moved to continue the reappointment of Engelmeyer until
July. The motion was seconded by Ben Keathley.
Barry Flachsabrt then made a Point of Order saying the motion was out of order as the
mayor had not formally moved for the reappoint of Engelmeyer.
The mayor then announced he was withdrawing from the agenda any reappointment
and Engelmeyer would serve on a month to month basis.
“Because of a lack of consensus in the agenda review meeting I’m deferring it
indefinitely until we have a consensus,” said Nation.
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“I will ask for approval to send this to the Health and Safety Committee and the
allegations made against the municipal judge and prosecutor and the validity of the
complaints made by the public,” said Nation.
Dan Hurt then accused the new members of the City Council of not understanding.
“New people who are not familiar with these people are raising concerns. I have a
problem with regional conflicts of interests,” said Hurt.

Hurt
Of course the new people with concerns are Barb McGuinness, who was one of the
founders of the City of Chesterfield, Ben Keathley, who is the youngest member of the
Council ever at 28 who is also a lawyer and Michelle Ohley. They are raising concerns
because they are not blind what has been going on in Chesterfield’s court and what
Engelmeyer has been doing.
City attorney Chris Graville then recommended getting someone like retired judge Tom
DePriest, who was the former warrant officer at the County’s Prosecutor’s Office to act
as an advisor. I later mentioned to Barb McGuinness and Graville to consider retired
Circuit Judge Jim Hartenbach, who was a top lead prosecutor in the County before
being appointed to the bench.
It was decided that the Committee should be the Council as the Whole, where all
council members would have a vote.
Taking shots at the messenger: Tim Engelmeyer sat in a front row all by himself and
at the end of the discussion asked to speak.
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The mayor earlier mentioned the claim and Engelmeyer made it again of the
tremendous volume of work they have. The problem Engelmeyer has is he is also the
judge in Creve Coeur, the prosecutor in Des Peres and the city attorney and prosecutor
in Valley Park, plus he has his own law firm that handles civil and criminal work. He
clearly has too much part time work to do a good job and at least four members of the
City Council can’t see this.
“Our volume was exploding as we had lawyers lined up outside. Even through our
volume is down, the seriousness of our cases is up. Despite what you read in blogs, we
are a civil firm. This notion that my firm is criminal is flat out wrong,” said Engelmeyer.
Regardless of what Engelmeyer says, our research of cases over five years shows that
always if you are represented by a lawyer Engelmeyer will amend and reduce the
charges. If you are not represented by a lawyer since 2012 no one has gotten a break,
including some poor people who probably deserve one.
Is that fair and is that the way the citizens of Chesterfield want the court run? If it is a
serious case and there is a defense lawyer charges are amended and there is never a
trial. If you are poor and cannot afford a lawyer you will get no break, from Mr.
Engelmeyer or Judge Brunk.
To see all the cases we reviewed picked at random from 2012 to 2017 involving Mr.
Engelmeyer go to our website home page and click on the link on the right side.
http://johnhoffmann.net
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EITHER ENGELMEYER IS TAKING CARE OF LAWYER BUDDIES AND IS LAZY OR
THE POLICE DEPARTMENT IS INEPT! I firmly believe the police department is very
good and Engelmeyer is taking care of lawyers and unwilling to do the legwork to
research cases and put on trials.
IN 2016 Engelmeyer reduced 1,415 moving citations to Illegal Parking violations. Those
cases included:
10 Leaving the Scene of Accident charges. This is a serious charge that should not
be amended. Either the police did a terrible job of documenting the cases or
Engelmeyer is taking care of lawyers or is too lazy and does not have time to contact
witnesses and obtain evident to try the case.
170 Failure to Exercise The Highest Degree of Care. These citations are normally in
connection with auto accidents. Maybe there are extenuating circumstances in 10 or 15
of these cases, but to get rid of 170 of these cases is undermining police auto accident
investigations. If the prosecutor needs to turn 170 citations connected to auto accidents
into Parking Violations, the police should be investigated for doing a poor job
investigating car crashes. I don’t believe that is the problem. The problem is
Engelmeyer.
733 Speeding Citations: Residents routinely complain about unsafe drivers speeding
in their subdivision or on the roads outside of their subdivision. The idea that 733
speeding citations are all bad; points to a corrupt or overzealous police department. For
the number of warnings issued by the Chesterfield Police that is clearly not the case.
The Chesterfield Police show officers are happy to give a break to a deserving motorist
by issue a written warning. The problem here is a corrupt and lazy prosecutor.
51 Disobeying Red Light Citations: I think we all know how dangerous red light
runners are. As a retired cop I can also tell how dicey it can be to pull out and stop one
of these people on a busy street with cross traffic on the move. Chesterfield Officers
had 51 of their red light citations deemed unimportant to the public safety by Tim
Engelmeyer who reduced them to Illegal Parking.
44 Driving While Suspended or Driving While Revoked (32 suspended and 12
revoked). There is a very simple charge to reduce these to…Driving without a Valid
License. Instead of a 12-point of 6-point charge it is a 2-point charge. The police have
to get a certified record from Jefferson City that the license is suspended or revoked
and then Engelmeyer throws away the work of the police.
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To see the entire list of charges reduced in 2016 by Engelmeyer go to our website and
click on the Illegal Parking link.
PAY: If the city would hire someone who is city prosecutor along with having only a civil
law practice it would be ideal. Wearing three prosecutor’s hats plus being a judge and
city attorney plus handling civil and criminal work Engelmeyer can’t do a good job at any
one of them. He is just being greedy and dangerously doing a half-ass job at them all.
The base pay for Engelmeyer $40.600 a year for a part time job. His law partner makes
$6,000 as the assistant prosecutor. Plus Engelmeyer charges the city an hourly rate
when defense attorneys move cases to Clayton which results in thousands of dollars
more.
So you are asically talking about $50,000 a year for a part time job if done only with
your law practice.
WHAT ENGELMEYER REFUSED TO DO: He has refused to research cases and see
what defendants’ records are. He refused to review police reports, contact witnesses to
appear in court for trail. He has refused to obtain the video evidence of violations. If he
did he could not in good conscious reduce 1,415 cases to Illegal Parking.
THE POLICE CHIEF REFUSES TO STEP UP FOR HIS OFFICERS: Ray Johnson
has been Chesterfield’s police chief since the city was founded in 1988. Prior to that
Johnson was Police Chief in Cape Girardeau. I knew Ray back in the early 1970s when
he was a supervisor with the Des Peres Department of Public Safety.

Ray in a recent photo.

Ray in a photo on the City’s website that desperately needs to be updated.
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Johnson is way past normal retirement age. He has 50-plus years on the job. He clearly
wants to keep his job and does not want to cause waves.
When I asked Chief Johnson a month ago how he can justify Tim Engelmeyer throwing
his officers’ work out the window by reducing their cases to Illegal Parking 1,400 times a
year he told me, “I can’t justify it at all.”
However, he refuses to address the problem and stick up for his officers and the work
they do. It means he justifies it by keeping his mouth shut. Engelmeyer is popular with
half the City Council and Johnson does not want to piss half the council off. In fact
Johnson gives police like badges to all the councilpersons, which are meaningless and
have no authority, but are good for politicians’ egos.

Johnson handing a police like “Councilman” badge to then newly elected Tom DeCampi.

Councilman Barry Flachsbart says Chief Johnson has only nice things to say about
Engelmeyer. It is time for Johnson to tell the truth and turning 1,400 cases a year into
Illegal Parking violations isn’t right, is bad for officer morale and can be the cause for
less than thorough investigations and reports. “Why bother, all they do is reduce these
cases to parking tickets” would be my thought if I was a Chesterfield officer.
MAYOR TO MISS NEXT MEETING. Mayor Bob Nation will miss the next Council
meeting as he will be on vacation taking a Baltic cruise including two days in St.
Petersburg.
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MORE TRAILER PARK DANGERS: Last week we showed just a few of the many
dangers inside the Chesterfield Mobile Home Park. But here is another one that people
drive by everyday and don’t think about. There are a number of trailers that are within
10 feet of Old Chesterfield Airport Road.
There should be a guard rail put in place by either the trailer park or the city to protect
people living in the trailers from out of control cars striking the mobile home. The
bedroom is in the location most likely to be struck by an out of control car.

RANDY LOGAN KICKS IN ANOTHER $3,400.05 AFTER LOSING MAYOR'S RACE
BY 20% TO PAY FOR THE BILLS. Logan ended up giving $13,400.95 to his losing
campaign against Mayor Bob Nation. The last payment of $3.400.05 came a week after
his defeat. He paid off some negative robo calls that had been directed at Mayor Bob
Nation. He then terminated his campaign account with the Missouri Ethics Commission.
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MAYOR NATIONS' PAYS FOR ROBO CALLS FOR HIS WIFE: Bob Nation accepted
a $500 contribution from Chesterfield resident Balerian Eversgard received the day after
the election. He spent $698 on Robo calls with a company out of Arlington, Texas. His
wife Louise was featured on the calls why residents should re-elect the mayor.
Nation has $1,462 still in the campaign's bank account. He did not close his campaign
books, which indicates he may consider running for a third term.

Bob Nation

A robo caller

CHESTERFIELD POLICE BLOTTER: See what the men and women of
the Chesterfield PD did and put up with and who were victims of crimes last week.
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MONARCH NEWS: FORCED TO DELAY: We had so many breaking news items and
the fact that Monarch FPD President Rick Gans was unopposed so there was no
election, we have pushed the piece for the April 19th Monarch meeting back two weeks.
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On the same day of the swearing in at Chesterfield City Hall, there was a swearing in
that afternoon at the Monarch Fire Protection District. Board president Rick Gans was
sworn in for the sixth time (he was out of office after being defeated by Steven Swyers,
but replaced Swyers when Swyers resigned after the election of Jane Cunningham).
At the swearing-in it looked like Director Robin Harris and Gans were ready to go to a
funeral. They were all in black. Jane Cunningham even had on a black suit, but she
did have a colorful sweater.

Actually the swearing in was for ceremony only. Directors are legally sworn in at the
Courts building in Clayton.
FIRE DISTRICT CHANGED DISABILITY INSURANCE CARRIER: The District's
insurance consultant, Paul Werth of J.W. Terrell recommended that the District go back
to its former Long Term disability carrier UNUM after having switched to Standard
Insurance. Werth stated the customer service was better at UNUM and employees
don’t have to wait as long for the benefits to kick in. Also the rates dropped since the
switch to Standard. They passed a motion to make the change effective May 1.
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SPORTS DOME FRONT MAN TO MEET WITH FIRE DISTRICT BOARD ON MAY 18.
Dan Buck is scheduled to meet with the Monarch Board of Directors on Thursday May
18 at 5:30 PM to put on a presentation and answer questions concerning the proposed
indoor/outdoor baseball complex in Chesterfield Valley.
Much of the land will be city property which is not taxed, meaning little revenue for the
Fire District. The hotel, restaurants and shops are supposed to be on private property
that would be taxed. However the indoor stadium and outdoor fields would be nontaxed, but would expect to see EMS service from the fire district.

PAIR USE STOLEN ID TO COMMIT RETURN FRAUD AT WAL MART. ONE IS A
REGULAR AT STEALING FROM AREA WAL MART STORES. Katlyn Parker, 20, of
Wildwood had a drivers' license of a young woman with a date of birth making her 21.
The young woman said her license and a credit card were stolen. Parker said the
license was given to her to buy liquor.
Parker would go into the Chesterfield Wal Mart twice in June of 2015 get clothes off the
rack, remove price tags and then go to the service desk to return the clothes, claiming
she no longer had the receipt. She would not be given cash back. Instead she would
be given a gift certificate.
She and her boyfriend would then immediately buy beer and cigarettes with the gift
card.
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Her boyfriend, Jeffrey Kersting, 25, of Wentzville, was with her each time she was
pulling the return theft scam at the Chesterfield Wal Mart. The problem with that is
Kersting had been arrested at Wal Marts in Troy and St. Charles County and given No
Trespassing Letters each time to stay out of all Wal Marts.
Wal-Mart security identified Kersting through face recognition software from other Wal
Marts.
Security at the Chesterfield Wal Mart store had the name on the drivers' license
presented by Parker that she presented during the return thefts.
Chesterfield Police contacted the woman named on the driver's license, who stated that
her license and credit card had been stolen.
Using video images of Parker Chesterfield Police conducted a search of a law
enforcement facial image database. Katryn Parker was then developed as a suspect.
She was contacted and said she would appear at the police station with a lawyer. She
cancelled that appointment and appeared the next day without a lawyer.
She confessed, but apparently also lied claiming that Kersting merely drove her to the
Wal Mart and was not involved in the theft scheme.
She was cited for theft.
Kersting was cited for trespassing after he turned himself in on July 10, 2015.
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RECORDS:
Parker:
06/06/15
06/27/15

Stealing
10/31/16 PG 2-year probation term
2 counts Stealing
11/15/16 PG 1-year probation term

O'Fallon MO PD
Chesterfield PD

Kersting:
10/22/07
07/07/08

05/06/09
05/14/09

05/19/09

06/05/09

06/16/15
07/10/15

Harassment
Warren Co Sheriff's Office
07/08/08 PG placed on probation 03/02/10 probation revoked
6-counts of Stealing
Lake St. Louis PD
01/05/09 PG 2-year probation term
06/18/10 Probation revoked 120 days jail
Fraudulent Use of Credit Device
St. Charles County
06/18/10 PG 120 days jail
Felony Stealing
O'Fallon PD
05/28/10 PG placed on probation
07/23/10 Probation revoked sentenced to 5 years prison
Fel Receiving Stolen Property 3rd Offense Lake St. Louis PD
07/23/10 PG 5-year probation term
12/04/10 probation revoked 4-years prison
Felony Drug Possession
Wentzville PD
07/23/10 PG placed on probation.
01/24/13 Probation revoked sentenced to 5 years prison
Felony Stealing
O'Fallon PD
01/25/16 PG 2 years prison
2 Counts of Trespassing
Chesterfield PD

OUTCOME:
Parker: Pled Guilty to Stealing in Municipal Court on 11/15/16. Judge Brunk placed
her on a 1-year SIS probation term. This means in one year she will no longer have a
record of this crime.
Kersting: After being released from Algoa, the Missouri Medium Security Prison
outside of Jefferson City, Kersting was given a new court date in Chesterfield. On June
7, 2016 he pled guilty and was sentenced to 7-days jail and given credit for time served
while in prison.

REAL ESTATE:
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Here Today, Gone Tomorrow:

South Mason Road

Manor Hill Road Town and Country

Brookwood Town and Country Stone house to empty lot.
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TOWN AND COUNTRY ART SHOW AT LONGVIEW: This quarter's art show features
three artists with ties to The Principia School in Town and Country and the college in
Elsah, Illinois. I have little to base my opinion on other than living with an artist who has
won a number of awards in art shows. That said, much of this show impresses me as
being weak, with just a couple of exceptions. I identified one photo below as "four bad
paintings on a wall." However, you be the judge,
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MUSIC: THE PICTURE OF DORIAN ROSAMOND: On Saturday April 22, singer and
entertainer Anita Rosamond allegedly celebrated another birthday. According to
government records Anita turned 56. However, I have known her for 10 years and she
has not aged one day.
I have a feeling that there is a portrait in her attic that shows the faces of a very elderly
lady, but in public she never ages. The difference between Dorian Gray and Anita is that
the picture (portrait) of Dorian Gray in the attic shows all of his inner ugliness. I have
been hard pressed to see a dark side of Anita.
Often at her daytime performances the age of 60% of the crowd might make you think
you are at the Gatesworth, but Anita always has them with a big smile of their faces.
She was at the Parkside Grill on her birthday and after 2:30 it was impossible to find a
seat. Plus she had fans dancing, creating what surely was some kind of fire code
violation.
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2013

2011
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CARTOONS:
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